Automatic detection and characterization of funnel chest based on spiral CT.
Funnel chest (Pectus excavatum) is the most common deformity of the anterior chest in children. Present paper describes a method to process and classify CT slices representing funnel chest deformities. A manually chosen CT slice was processed to detect the inner curvature of the chest for characterization. Normalized data from the detected inner curvature was gained and saved next to a manually-given deformity type for further classification rule determinations. Based on the multiple correlations of the values gained from the inner curvature, a hierarchical classification was performed on 199 patient data. Results have shown that the calculated values gained from the inner curvature can accurately characterize the deformity type of the chest. Since minimal user interaction was necessary to detect and characterize the inner curvature, our method is considered to be an effective automated procedure for funnel chest deformity classifications.